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The sculptor and theorist Ken Rinaldo has sur-
veyed the use of artificial life (ALife) techniques in the arts
and argues that the greatest potential for their application lies
in developing interactive artworks that go “beyond the hack-
neyed replicable paths of interactivity that have thus far been
presented by the arts community” [1]. Rinaldo’s vision is of a
“cybernetic ballet of experience, with the machine and human
involved in a grand dance of each sensing and responding to
the other,” which will result in “sculptural and virtual algo-
rithmic manifestations that will far surpass our wildest imagi-
nations.” Motivating this vision is what Mitchell Whitelaw has
identified as an essential driving force in contemporary ALife
art: the “will to escape, the desire for emergence” [2]. A shared
interest in emergent phenomena provides common ground
between scientists and artists in the ALife community. How-
ever, “emergence” is a notoriously slippery concept, with many
subtle nuances and definitions. Consequently, the term is used
in different ways by ALife practitioners, which can potentially
lead to misunderstandings. Although fully aware of these dif-
ficulties, we focus here on the following open question: What
sort of interactive mechanisms could display emergent be-
havior that does surpass our wildest imaginations? This paper
is primarily written from a scientific perspective, and our aim
is not to give a definitive answer, but rather to contribute to an
ongoing debate in ALife. Given the scope of this paper, we
concentrate on the state of the art in autonomous robotics
and can only briefly consider the aesthetic implications of ap-
plying this technology in an artistic context.

Initially we outline Cariani’s taxonomy of adaptive robotic
systems [3], which provides a useful theoretical framework for
comparing the capabilities of machines that interact with their
environments. This taxonomy has been used by both scientists
and artists [4] and provides one principled approach to ex-
ploring emergent phenomena. The most powerful generative
mechanisms in this hierarchy are what Cariani calls epistemi-
cally autonomous devices: systems that construct their own sen-

sors and/or effectors and thereby
determine their own relations with,
and knowledge of, the world. In
order to make this theoretical con-
cept more tangible, we describe two
concrete examples of such systems.
We highlight the key properties
that these devices share and that
lead to their epistemic autonomy.
The first device, the evolved radio, is
one of the results of a recent hard-
ware evolution (HE) experiment. The second device, the elec-
trochemical ear, was constructed almost 50 years ago by the
British cybernetician Gordon Pask.

CARIANI’S TAXONOMY
OF ADAPTIVE ROBOTIC SYSTEMS
One way to describe the organization of both organisms and
robots is in terms of three abstract parts: sensors, effectors and a
control mechanism that coordinates the two. A key distinction
here between a robot and other devices with sensors is that a
robot has effectors that enable it to move. Peter Cariani has de-
veloped a taxonomy of adaptive robotic systems using this
framework, which enables different organisms and robots to
be compared in terms of the capabilities of these three basic
parts. Each of them can be more or less flexible, thereby de-
termining how adaptive the device is. The sensors constrain
the perceptual categories of the device, and the effectors con-
strain the ways in which the device can act on its environment.
The control mechanism coordinates the behavior of the robot
by mapping perceptual categories onto actions. All three parts
of the robot determine its primitives: the most basic building
blocks of a system, which cannot be derived by combining
other elements. For example, the standard model of the Khep-
era, a commonly used research robot, has eight infrared sen-
sors, eight ambient-light sensors and two wheels. The
maximum number of primitives in this robot is constrained
by the 1,024 distinct values that each ambient-light and in-
frared sensor can record and the 81 distinct integer values that
each of the wheel motors can be set to (�/– 40 and 0). A Khep-
era controller might not utilize the full range of sensorimotor
primitives: for example, it might restrict the maximum for-
ward and reverse speed of the motors. A useful analogy is to
see primitives as letters of an alphabet that can be combined
in different ways to form words.
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The authors outline one path
towards constructing interactive
artworks with the potential for
displaying novel behavior. They
use Peter Cariani’s taxonomy of
adaptive robotic systems as a
framework for comparing the
capabilities of systems that
interact with their environments.
The authors then describe two
examples of structurally au-
tonomous systems that are able
to construct their own sensors
independently of a human
designer. The first device, the
evolved radio, is the result of a
recent hardware evolution (HE)
experiment conducted by the
authors. The second device, the
electrochemical ear, was
constructed almost 50 years
ago by the British cybernetician
Gordon Pask. The emergent
behavior in both systems is only
possible because many conven-
tional engineering constraints
were relaxed during their con-
struction. Using existing technol-
ogy, artists have the opportunity
to explore the potential of
structurally autonomous systems
as interactive artworks.
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In Cariani’s taxonomy, the simplest
robotic device is purely reactive and can-
not modify either its internal structure,
which is hardwired, or its perceptual and
effector categories, which are fixed.
There is therefore no means by which
these non-adaptive devices can change
their responses to particular environ-
mental situations. The simplest adaptive
device in Cariani’s taxonomy is able to
change the relations between its sensors
and effectors on the basis of experience.
The perceptual and action categories re-
main fixed, but the mapping between
them can change in response to feedback
from the environment. Cariani describes
machines exhibiting this sort of adapta-
tion as adaptive computational devices. This
category includes any device that displays
a capacity to learn. The most adaptive
form of epistemically adaptive device in
Cariani’s taxonomy not only is able to
change the mapping between a fixed set
of primitives, but is able to create new
primitives. Such devices do so by chang-
ing their physical structure and con-
structing new sensory, effector and
control mechanisms. There are many ex-
amples of phylogenetic changes leading
to the creation of new primitives. For in-
stance, the evolution of color vision,
flight and the cerebral cortex have led to
new sensory, effector and control mech-
anism primitives, respectively. Cariani cat-
egorizes systems that demonstrate this
type of flexibility as structurally adaptive.

Cariani’s taxonomy is closely linked to
different concepts of emergence. Adap-
tive computational devices are combina-
torially emergent in that they can generate
new combinations of existing primitives.

To use the letter analogy introduced
above, these mechanisms have the ca-
pacity to form new words from a pre-
specified alphabet. Structurally adaptive
devices are creatively emergent in that they
can generate new primitives. In terms of
the letter analogy, they are able to ex-
pand the alphabet as well as combine the
letters into new words. By constructing
their own primitives, rather than using
ones that we have specified, structurally
autonomous systems can potentially “sur-
pass our wildest imaginations.”

We now briefly describe state-of-the-art
robot technology in terms of Cariani’s hi-
erarchy and analyze how conventional
design methodologies limit the structural
autonomy of robots. We then describe

two examples of devices that overcome
these limitations and identify the key
properties that lead them to display cre-
ative emergence.

STATE-OF-THE-ART ROBOTICS
Many robots are hardwired and non-
adaptive, because this makes them very
successful within the constraints of the
niche in which they operate. For exam-
ple, most production-line robots would
be categorized as non-adaptive. Some re-
search robots do have control systems
that are computationally adaptive; an in-
teresting example is a Khepera robot that
learned to distinguish between objects
that it could pick up with a gripper at-
tachment and those that were too heavy
solely on the basis of their size. It adap-
tively constructed categorical distinctions
within the constraints of its fixed senso-
rimotor architecture [5]. There are also
robots whose sensors and control mech-
anism are fine-tuned within fixed bounds
by an adaptive process. For example, the
Sussex gantry robot visual system used a
number of photoreceptors determined
by an artificial evolutionary process [6].
More recently, in research on an experi-
mental locomotive device, the physical
shape, the number of motors and the
controller were determined using a sim-
ilar approach [7]. However, no robots to
date have had sufficient structural au-
tonomy to construct their own sensors,
effectors and control mechanism primi-
tives. To understand why this is the case,
it is useful to compare the conventional
design methodology used to construct
robots with the phylogenetic process of
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Fig. 2. Photograph of the evolvable motherboard (EM). (© Jon Bird)
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the evolvable motherboard (EM). (© Jon Bird) A genetic algorithm
determines which switches are on and off and how the plug-in elements (in this case, transis-
tors and operational amplifiers) are connected to each other.



structural change that has resulted in in-
creasingly complex organisms.

THE ENGINEERING APPROACH
TO PROBLEM SOLVING
When engineers attempt to solve a prob-
lem, they are not generally constrained
by previous designs and can start with a
clean drawing board. The first step is to
represent the problem in terms of a set
of alternatives or variables whose values
must be adapted to a set of fixed con-
straints. The goal is to find the values 
of the variables that maximize some util-
ity function. The choice of variables 
is usually determined by a “divide and
conquer” methodology: A system is 
functionally decomposed into semi-
independent subsystems, each with sep-
arate functional roles, that interact
through their functions, rather than
through the physical details of their im-
plementation. For example, in a compo-
nent placing and routing problem, the
goal is to position the components of a
particular circuit on a board so that its
size and the total wiring length are min-
imized. The variables in the problem are
the positions of the components on the
circuit board. Each component is treated
as a functional subsystem such as a resis-
tor or capacitor [8], and the interactions
between them are analyzed at this func-
tional level, rather than in terms of semi-
conductor physics [9]. The design of
robotic systems tends to follow this engi-
neering methodology. In the next sec-
tion, we show how this limits the
structural autonomy of robotic systems.

ROBOT DESIGN
BY ARTIFICIAL EVOLUTION
In the engineering approach of func-
tional decomposition, robots tend to be
constructed using tried and tested off-
the-shelf components. The effectors usu-
ally consist of legs or wheels arranged 
in one of a small number of standard
configurations. There is a wider range of
possible sensors, but none of the com-
ponents used has much capacity for
structural change. Robotic research
tends to focus on designing the control
mechanism that coordinates the sensors
and effectors. This is usually imple-
mented as a computer program, which
can take a variety of forms within the con-
straints of the instruction set of the un-
derlying machine. Writing a controller
program is a complex task, which in-
volves finding a way to coordinate sensors
and effectors so that the robot behaves

appropriately in the real world. One way
to proceed is to use an artificial evolu-
tionary process that searches for a near-
optimal solution, given the constraints
on the problem. This process is often im-
plemented as a genetic algorithm. A pop-
ulation of solutions (phenotypes) is
encoded as a string of numbers (geno-
types). The initial population is usually
randomly generated. Each phenotype in
the population is tested and assigned 
a fitness rating. This is usually done 
automatically using a fitness function
specified by the programmer. A new gen-
eration of solutions is generated by se-
lecting genotypes, with a bias towards the
fitter ones, and carrying out various op-
erations on their data. The major opera-
tors are mutation (randomly changing
one of the numbers in the string) and
crossover (swapping numbers between
two strings). This is a variant of the stan-
dard engineering methodology, in which
the process of generation and testing is
automated and repeated until a near-
optimal solution to a well-defined prob-
lem is found.

When the artificial evolutionary ap-
proach is applied to designing robot con-
trollers, the fitness testing usually takes
place in simulation. There are a number
of reasons for this: first, the artificial evo-
lutionary process can take days or weeks,
and testing physical robots usually re-
quires constant supervision, whereas a
computer program can be left to run;
second, in many cases it is quicker to sim-
ulate and test a design rather than to con-
struct it; third, it is often easier to
measure robot performance in a con-
trolled simulation than in the real world.

The simulation process requires that a
problem be functionally decomposed, al-
beit often at a more abstract level than in
conventional engineering, and this leads
to fundamental constraints on the design
of robots. First, the designer has to model
explicitly how different environmental
stimuli change the state of the simulated
sensors and how the simulated effectors

act upon the environment. Second, de-
signers simulate only those aspects of the
environment that they think are relevant
to their experiment; otherwise the simu-
lation would become computationally in-
tractable. The designer has to formalize
a well-defined set of sensorimotor inter-
actions between the agent and the envi-
ronment and define the controller
primitives. An artificial evolutionary 
process can be used to search this 
experimenter-defined space by testing
different combinations of the prespeci-
fied primitives. This can potentially lead
to interesting and surprising designs.
However, such systems are limited to dis-
playing combinatorial emergence. The
next section details some hardware evo-
lution experiments that demonstrate the
conditions under which novel primitives
can emerge through an artificial evolu-
tionary process.

UNCONSTRAINED INTRINSIC
HARDWARE EVOLUTION
If a design is structured on the basis of a
well-specified functional decomposition,
it will be subject to the same constraints
whether it is tested in simulation or in the
real world. In order for a system to gen-
erate new primitives, there must be as-
pects of the system that are not under the
control of a designer. Unconstrained in-
trinsic HE is a design method in which
the fitness of electronic circuits is deter-
mined by instantiating and evaluating
them in actual hardware rather than in
simulation. This approach relaxes the
constraints adopted by conventional en-
gineering and allows an artificial evolu-
tionary process to explore unusual
circuits with strange structures and dy-
namic behaviors beyond the scope of
conventional design. The primitives of
these circuits interact not at a functional
level but through their underlying mate-
rial substrate. The primitives are also free
to take advantage of a wide range of en-
vironmental invariants, none of which
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has to be specified by an experimenter
beforehand.

The experimental setup for uncon-
strained intrinsic HE design usually con-
sists of a computer running an artificial
evolutionary process and a reconfig-
urable device, such as a field program-
mable gate array (FPGA) [10], on which
individual genotypes are instantiated as
physical electronic circuits. The fitness of
a given circuit is determined solely by its
real-time behavior, and other factors,
such as topology, are not considered.
Layzell developed the evolvable mother-
board (EM) to investigate some of the
key issues in intrinsic HE, in particular to
evaluate the relative merits of different
basic components, methods of analysis
and interconnection architectures. The
next section gives an overview of this test-
bed and describes an experiment in
which Layzell intrinsically evolved the
first oscillators to reach their target fre-
quency.

THE EVOLVABLE
MOTHERBOARD
The evolvable motherboard (Fig. 1) is a
48 � 48 triangular matrix of reconfig-
urable analog switches, into which de-
sired circuit primitives for evolution can
be inserted. Any component, from tran-
sistors [11] to function-level integrated
circuits, may be used. The matrix is de-
signed to provide the minimum number
of switches necessary for every combina-
tion of interconnection between primi-
tives to be configured. By the appropriate
choice of genotype-to-phenotype map-
ping, more restrictive or less restrictive
interconnection architectures can be in-
vestigated.

The EM is configured by specifying the
on/off state of each switch in turn. The
full complement of approximately 1,500
switches can be configured in less than 
1 ms by a host computer. The analog
switches themselves are semiconductor
devices contained within integrated cir-

cuits. They behave like low-value resistors
but also exhibit a small degree of capac-
itance and inductance and may therefore
have an active function in any evolving
circuit. The EM has revealed fundamen-
tal differences between evolved and con-
ventional electronics, including inherent
fault tolerance in populations of evolved
circuits [12] (Fig. 2).

OSCILLATOR EXPERIMENTS
In conventionally designed oscillator
circuits, the necessary timing is supplied
by a capacitor whose charge release is
controlled by a resistor; this combination
of components is known as a resistor-
capacitor (RC) time constant [13]. As
the desired frequency decreases, the
value of the RC product increases. Large-
value capacitors are difficult to imple-
ment in VLSI [14] and are generally
provided externally, at some expense.
Layzell’s motivation was to evolve an os-
cillator of a precise frequency without
using capacitors. However, oscillator evo-
lution is a difficult task when the basic
components are transistors. Whereas os-
cillation is the likely outcome of recur-
rent loops of primitives such as digital
gates, precise operating points must be
established before it can be produced by
a network of transistors. These condi-
tions are extremely unlikely to occur by
chance, a fact that was confirmed by
Layzell when he performed some pre-
liminary experiments in which only fre-
quency and amplitude of oscillation
were rewarded. Therefore, he found it
necessary to reward output amplitude,
even if the signal was just noise, in order
to kick-start the artificial evolutionary
process (Fig. 3).

After the genotypes had been instan-
tiated as circuits, there was a 5 ms delay
to allow them to stabilize. Out of 20 runs,
10 resulted in successful oscillation, at-
taining the target frequency within 1%
and with minimum amplitude of 100 mil-
livolts (mV). These results represent the

first intrinsically evolved oscillators to
reach their target frequencies.

THE EVOLVED RADIO
Some of the circuits achieved high fit-
ness, but when examined with an oscil-
loscope, they did not oscillate stably: the
signals were of the order of a 10–50 mV
amplitude with rapidly fluctuating fre-
quency. The evolutionary process had
taken advantage of the fact that the fit-
ness function rewarded amplifiers, even
if the output signal was noise. It seems
that some circuits had amplified radio
signals present in the air that were stable
enough over the 2-ms sampling period to
give good fitness scores. These signals
were generated by nearby PCs in the lab-
oratory where the experiments took
place.

In order to pick up radio signals, the
circuits needed an aerial, or antenna,
and an extremely high input impedance
[15]. We achieved this to create the
evolved radio by using as an input the
printed circuit-board tracks on the EM,
which were connected to an open pro-
grammable switch whose impedance was
at least 100 M�. The high impedance
was confirmed by an electrometer be-
havior observed in many of the non-os-
cillating circuits: if a person’s hand came
close to the circuit, then the output volt-
age rose; if the hand remained there, the
output voltage remained high, but it fell
if the person was grounded. The evolu-
tionary process had utilized not only 
the EM’s transistors, but also the ana-
log switches and the printed circuit
boards (PCBs) to which they were con-
nected.

The fact that the circuits sometimes
utilize very particular environmental con-
ditions and component properties means
that they do not always generalize well. If
we constrain the evolutionary process
then we can make the circuits more ro-
bust; however, we also lose any of the pos-
sible advantages of unconventional
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Fig. 4. Photographs of a
thread growing on a piece of
filter paper. (© Jon Bird)
The thread is growing radi-
ally from the central copper
cathode out to a circular
copper anode. See Fig. 5 for
an overview of this experi-
mental setup.



design, one of which is the construction
of novel primitives.

The EM is the second experimental
system ever to construct novel sensors
through a process of creative emergence.
We now describe the first device to con-
struct its sensors in a way analogous to
the tinkering process of natural evolu-
tion: Gordon Pask’s electrochemical ear.
We then highlight the key properties that
it shares with the evolved radio and that
enable the construction of novel primi-
tives.

PASK’S
ELECTROCHEMICAL EAR
In 1958, Gordon Pask demonstrated a
number of remarkable electrochemical
systems that were able to construct novel
sensor and controller primitives and
thereby determine the relations between
their own states and the environment
[16]. Such systems consist of a number
of small platinum electrodes inserted in
a dish of ferrous sulfate solution and con-
nected to a current-limited electrical
source. Depending on the activity of the
system, these electrodes can act as sinks
or as sources of current. Metallic iron
threads tend to form between electrodes
where maximum lines of current are
flowing. These metallic threads have a
low resistance relative to the solution.
Current will thus tend to flow down them
if the electrical activation is repeated.
Consequently, the potentials at the elec-
trodes are modified by the formation of
threads. If no current passes through a
thread, then it tends to dissolve back into
the acidic solution. The system therefore
consists fundamentally of two opposing
processes: one that builds metallic
threads out of ions on relatively negative
electrodes (sinks) and one that dissolves
metallic threads back into ions. The trial-
and-error process of thread development
is also constrained by the concurrent de-
velopment of neighboring threads and
by previously developed structures. Slen-
der branches extend from a thread in
many directions and most dissolve, ex-
cept for the one following the path of
maximum current. If there is an am-
biguous path, then a thread may bifur-
cate. As the total current entering the
system is restricted, threads compete for
resources. However, when there are a
number of neighboring unstable struc-
tures, the threads can amalgamate and
form one cooperative structure. Over
time, a network of threads can form that
is dynamically stable: the electrochemi-
cal mechanism literally grows (Fig. 4 and
Color Plate A No. 1).

It is possible to associate some of the
electrodes with output devices that en-
able a user to assess the behavior of the
system. A reward consists of an increase
in the limited current supply to the as-
semblage and is therefore a form of pos-
itive reinforcement. Regardless of how
the electrodes are configured, the as-
semblage will develop a thread structure
that causes current to flow in such a way
that the user rewards the system. Impor-
tantly, the reward is simply an increased
capacity for growth; there is no spec-
ification of what form it should take 
(Fig. 5).

Critically, the system is not just electri-
cally connected to the external world:
Due to the physical nature of the com-
ponents, thread formation is also 
sensitive to temperature, chemical envi-
ronment, vibrations and magnetic fields.
Any of these arbitrary disturbances can
be viewed as an input to the system, es-
pecially if they affect the performance of
the mechanism so that its current supply
is changed. The system can cause struc-
tures that are sensitive to different envi-
ronmental stimuli to grow. Pask was able
to train an assemblage to act as an “ear”
that could discriminate between a 50-Hz
and a 100-Hz tone in about half a day. He
was also able to develop a system that
could detect magnetism and one that was
sensitive to pH differences.

KEY SHARED PROPERTIES
There are three key properties that the
evolved radio and Pask’s ear share:

• they are situated in the physical world
• they consist of primitives without

fixed functional roles
• the primitives are sensitive to a wide

range of environmental stimuli.
In the case of Pask’s ear, the second

property stems from the fact that elec-
trochemical devices initially consist of
raw material, which has no specified
structure or function; in the evolved
radio, this property follows from the re-
lease of electronic components from the

constraints of their conventional operat-
ing ranges. The third property enables a
system to utilize invariants that an ex-
perimenter may not be aware of. Given
these properties, the systems’ primitives
are free to interact with each other and
the environment through their material
substrate, rather than through designer-
specified interfaces, thus potentially lead-
ing to the construction of additional
novel primitives. These two devices pro-
vide concrete examples of structurally
autonomous systems that in one sense
generate novel phenomena that can sur-
pass our wildest imaginations. Whether
a purely computational process can gen-
erate novel primitives is an undecided
and controversial issue in ALife [17]. We
now very briefly consider the implica-
tions of using epistemically autonomous
devices in interactive artworks.

SOME AESTHETIC
CONSEQUENCES
The process of developing epistemically
autonomous systems necessarily involves
an open-ended interactive approach. It
is not possible to isolate the device from
its environmental context or the history
of its interactions. Epistemically au-
tonomous artworks would be less objects
than active, dynamic processes. Further-
more, there will be no clear sense of a
“creator” or an “author,” as the artist and
the system would both play active partic-
ipatory roles in the creative process [18].
Analogously, when these systems are 
constructed and studied in a scientific
context, the concept of “designer” is un-
dermined. The steering process requires
the observer to recognize developing
trends in the growing device, and this in-
volves interacting with the device in a
manner akin to animal training [19],
where understanding stems from inter-
acting at a behavioral level rather than
analysis at a mechanistic level. In science,
we face the “inadequacy of the physical
model paradigm for modelling organi-
zations that are complex enough to
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Fig. 5. The experimental setup for
growing the thread shown in Fig. 4. A
central copper cathode is surrounded
by a circular anode. The solution is
copper sulfate mixed with sulfuric
acid.



themselves be observers and modelers of
their world” [20]. Analogously, art gen-
erated with epistemically autonomous
devices would necessarily “explore the
meaning of experience rather than the
meaning of works of art” [21].

CONCLUSION
Clearly, there are many different avenues
that can be followed when developing in-
teractive artworks. For example, Ken Ri-
naldo’s own approach to achieving his
artistic vision utilizes systems with hard-
wired controllers and fixed sensors and
effectors: non-adaptive devices, in Cari-
ani’s taxonomy. In this paper we have
outlined an alternative route to con-
structing artworks with the potential, as
Rinaldo envisions, to surpass our wildest
imaginations. Epistemologically auton-
omous robots construct their own novel
sensors and effectors and thereby deter-
mine how they interact with the world,
independent of any human designer.
Currently there are no robots with suffi-
cient structural autonomy to display this
type of creatively emergent behavior, but
we have described two devices that have
constructed novel sensor—and in one
case controller—primitives. The evolved
radio and Pask’s ear illustrate that struc-
turally autonomous devices are not just
theoretical entities: they can be imple-
mented with existing technology and ap-
plied in an artistic context.

The development of epistemically au-
tonomous robots will require investigat-
ing the suitability of different material
substrates for constructing structurally
autonomous systems. John Cage la-
mented that,

when Theremin provided an instrument
with genuinely new possibilities, Therem-
inistes did their utmost to make the 
instrument sound like some old instru-
ment, giving it a sickeningly sweet vi-
brato, and performing on it, with

difficulty, masterpieces from the past. . . .
We are shielded from new sound expe-
riences [22].

Artists, unconstrained by many con-
ventional engineering considerations,
can play a significant role in exploring
the genuinely new possibilities that struc-
turally autonomous systems offer by har-
nessing their potential in interactive
artworks.
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ERRATUM

Corrections to “Towards Epistemically Autonomous
Robots: Exploiting the Potential of Physical Systems” by
Jon Bird, Paul Layzell, Andy Webster and Phil Husbands

It has been brought to our attention that some final editorial changes made to the paper “Towards Epi-
stemically Autonomous Robots: Exploiting the Potential of Physical Systems” by Jon Bird et al. (Leonardo
Vol. 36, No. 2, 2003) prior to publication introduced ambiguity into the text in one instance and in another
resulted in a misrepresentation of an experiment that is a central part of the paper.  The editors wish to
express our regrets for these unfortunate errors, and we publish here corrections intended to clarify the
text and rectify the errors.

Page 110, first paragraph, line 20:

“The most adaptive form of epistemically adaptive device in Cariani’s taxonomy . . . ”

should read:

“The most adaptive form of device in Cariani’s taxonomy . . . ”

Page 112, in “The Evolved Radio” section, second paragraph:

“In order to pick up radio signals, the circuits needed an aerial, or antenna, and an extremely high input
impedance. We achieved this to create the evolved radio by using as an input the printed circuit-board
tracks on the EM, . . . ”

should read:

“In order to pick up radio signals, the circuits needed an aerial, or antenna, and an extremely high input
impedance. The circuits achieved this by using as an input the printed circuit-board tracks on the EM, . . . ”

Page 112, “The Evolved Radio” section, paragraph 2, final sentence:

“The evolutionary process had utilized not only the EM’s transistors, but also the analog switches and the
printed circuit boards (PCBs) to which they were connected.”

should read:

“The evolutionary process had utilized not only the EM’s transistors, but also the analog switches and the
printed circuit board (PCB) to which they were connected.”

Page 114, first full sentence:

“Analogously, art generated with epistemically autonomous devices would necessarily ‘explore the mean-
ings of experience rather than the meanings of works of art’ [21].”

should read:

“Analogously, art generated with epistemically autonomous devices would necessarily explore ‘the mean-
ings of experience instead of the meanings of art’ [21].”

An electronic version of this article can be accessed through Ingenta Select <www.ingentaselect.com>. Click
on the “browse” button, and then search for Leonardo.
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